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Current Trends:

� Regulatory

� Fiscal

� Competitive

� Industry External Investment

Common Problems:

� Education of External Parties

� Proving Assertions and Opinions

� Verifying data



The “New Frontier”:

• Lots of discussion about “Big Data”

• Universal view that it is valuable

• Regulators and Investors demand more, faster and 

more levels of detail

BUT

• Define?

• Deliver?

• Locate?

• Confidence?



• Portfolio statistics and sector performance are one thing, but..

• Confidence in underlying inputs  is another thing.

• Information gets trapped:

• There, but not easily accessible

• Or, there but incorrect

• Or, only partially there• Or, only partially there

• Top level analysis will always be flawed if the underlying raw inputs are 

not perfect.

• In an increasingly analytical world reliable data capture at the 

fundamental level is critical to having “Big Data” that actually works.



• All of the bits before are interesting, but what is the practical 

aspect?

• In most developed leasing books, data is built up over a period 

of time, and processed in many different ways, from diverse 

forms and sources.

• Capturing highly granular data is inconsistent and often hard 

to verify in all aspects.

• At the most fundamental level, asset information can be 

misinterpreted in day one processing, leading to future 

complications.

• High quality basic data at the most fundamental level is the only 

foundation for the “Big Data” environment.



• It, almost, goes without saying that solutions exist.

• Critically, getting the right core information into a usable form is 

paramount.

• At this core level, extracting accurate, usable and verified asset 

data is one of the most basic items.

• Manual entry is inherently prone to error, and is costly• Manual entry is inherently prone to error, and is costly

• Historic data extraction is massively time and people intensive, 

and is costly.



• And….

• Through The Asset Works with Kodak Alaris.

• Using advanced scanning and OCR “intelligent” application, built 

into existing production processes.

• Extracting asset data from historic paper files of almost any type.• Extracting asset data from historic paper files of almost any type.

• Processing new business paper files as an integral part of 

production process.

• Populates and verifies the entry of core asset data automatically.



Big Data relies on getting Core Data:

• Rapidly, easily and accurately

• Right first time

• Built into all production process

• Extraction from historic files

Thank you


